
ROSES INTERNACIONAL TOURS 

7 nights and 8 days in a family hotel of 3 ***, in full board. 

1 nights and 2 days in Barcelona,   on a full board basis. 

20 hours of Spanish, taught by Prestige Idiomas Internacional,

in groups of maximum 12 students per classroom, didactic

material and certificate accredited by the Cervantes Institute. 

Didactic activities with specialized monitors (Gimkhana, night

walks, karaoke, outdoor games ...) 

Transfer roundtrip Barcelona Airport 

Excursion to Cadaqués 

Excursion to Figueres - entrance to the Dalí Museum 

Accompaniment of our monitors 

Visit to Barcelona 

Emergency telephone 24 hours. 

Group from 30 students 

Learn Spanish with Prestige Idiomas Internacional in an ideal
environment for students! 

LINGUISTIC TRIP IN 
SUMMER 

COSTA BRAVA - Roses 2019



 

Welcome by the people in charge of

Prestige Idiomas. Visit of Barcelona,   

journey to be determined. Arrival in

Roses, Hotel ***, distribution of the

rooms. Dinner at the hotel. 22.00h Night

walk 

DAY 1

ROSES INTERNACIONAL TOURS 

8.30 h Everyone to breakfast! From 9.00

to 13.00 Spanish classes at the Prestige

Idiomas school. 13.30 Lunch at the hotel.

15.30am Photographic Gimkhana by

Rosas. The boys must go through the

streets of the town, following the signs

until they reach the indicated place and

there to take a picture. At the end of the

activity, they should answer some

questions based on the photographs

they have taken. 

20: 30h Dinner at the Hotel. 10:00 pm

Nocturnal Games held along the seafront

[role-playing games, and team games in

which the boys must compete in groups]. 

  

DAY 2

http://prestigeidiomas.com/


ROSES INTERNACIONAL TOURS 

8:30 am Breakfast. From 9.00 to 13.00

Spanish classes at the Prestige Idiomas

school. 13.30 Lunch at the hotel. 

16.00 Treasure hunt . With the help of

the townspeople, the children should

find the indicated places. At the end of

the activity, by groups we will solve the

questions. 

20.30 Dinner at the hotel. 21.30. Night

walk through Santa Margarita. 

DAY 3

08.30h Breakfast. From 9.00 to 13.00

Spanish classes at the Prestige Idiomas

school. 13.30 Lunch at the hotel. 4:00 pm

Entrance to the Dalí Theater-Museum in

Figueres . Didactic activity in the city,

where the children will have to answer

some questions related to Dalí, which

should find the places where Dalí spent

part of his childhood. Dalinian Rally, we

discovered Figueres de Dalí. 20.00

Dinner at the hotel. 9:00 p.m. Night art

workshop. Gathered monitors and

students, are going to brainstorm,

related to a specific topic. From here,

the children should create groups and

paint with wet chalk something related

to Roses or places visited during their

stay. Then the works of art are exhibited

in a square or place where people can

value the work, and a prize is assigned 

DAY 4



ROSES INTERNACIONAL TOURS 

08.30h Breakfast. From 9.00 to 13.00

Spanish classes at the Prestige Idiomas

school. 13.30 Lunch at the hotel. 15.30h

Gimkhana "We go shopping at the

Municipal Market" 20.30 Dinner at the

hotel. 9:30 p.m. Night walk along the

seafront of Roses. Do we eat an ice

cream? 

DAY 5

08.30h Breakfast. From 9.00 to 13.00

Spanish classes. 13.30 Lunch at the

Hotel. 

3:00 pm Excursion to Cadaqués. 8.30

pm Dinner at the hotel. 

9:30 p.m. Dalinian theatrical

representation . We will use Dalí's

surrealism to stage moments of the

painter's life. By groups, they must stage

some of the highlights of the biography. 

DAY 6

09.00h Breakfast. 10.00 Excursion to the

beach Departure from the Hotel. We

enjoy a magnificent walk on the edge of

the Mediterranean Sea. Picnic lunch on

the beach. Playful games on the beach. 

Back to the hotel. Time for shopping in

Roses and prepare the luggage for the

next day leave the hotel address

Barcelona. 20.00 Farewell dinner.

Valuation of the stay, and surprise

contest. 9:30 p.m. Karaoke to conclude

the night. Who will take the prize? 

DAY 7



ROSES INTERNACIONAL TOURS 

08.00h Breakfast. 09.00h Trip to

Barcelona. Arrival in Barcelona around

11.30am. Route to be determined. Picnic

lunch Possibility of a free time. 

6:00 pm Return to Casa Gracia,

installation in the rooms. 

8:00 p.m. Dinner at the hostel. 21.30h

Workshop of emotions and / or return to

eat an ice cream. 

DAY 8

 

09.00h Breakfast. 

10.00h We will start the Modernist Route

from the Hostal. Route to be defined. 

13.00h Picnic lunch. 

15.30h Return trip. 

DAY 9



Roses Internacional Tours 

c/ Madrid, 10 - 17480, Roses (Girona) - España 

www.rosesinternacional.com 

Contact

esther@rosesinternacional.com
0034 972 25 39 64


